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TAILORED.

Why Blackwell is the Approval Plan leader.

Academic and research libraries worldwide choose Blackwell for new titles because we offer services tailored precisely to their needs.

**Service.** You benefit because we are large enough to offer a full range of services, yet flexible enough to tailor those services to your needs.

**Comprehensive coverage.** Our buyers are in daily contact with the publishers whose books are so essential to your collection. These include not only university, trade and Sci-Tech-Med presses, but also the scholarly and small presses which you need for timely, full coverage. Our unique B. H. Blackwell interface offers 100% coverage of UK new titles.

**Tailored profiling.** Create your individualized library profile to select books of interest, based on our extensive subject thesaurus, our new LC classification thesaurus, or a combination of both. The choices are yours.

**Computer access.** Innovative new services such as our New Titles Online (NTO) and New Titles Announcement Service on diskette (PC-NTAS) provide current, accurate book status information on your PC.

**Tailored invoicing and reports.** We arrange invoices to your specifications, and provide a complete package of management reports, including a projection of books and forms you will receive in the coming year and their estimated costs for budgeting.

**Extensive, interactive database.** Our approval, firm order and standing order systems interact to prevent duplication.

**Unique backrun capabilities.** What have you missed? We can show you the effect of expanding your plan, or tape match against your catalog.

BLACKWELL
NORTH AMERICA, INC.

Part of a proud bookselling tradition dating from 1879.
Lake Oswego, Oregon • Blackwood, New Jersey
Toll free 1-800-547-0426
SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER - Save US$250


THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Editors-in-Chief: BURTON R CLARK, University of California, Los Angeles, USA & GUY NEAVE, International Association of Universities, Paris, France

- A four volume major reference work containing over 300 articles totalling more than two million words
- The only up-to-date, comprehensive state-of-the-art review of higher education worldwide
- Descriptions and analyses of 130 national systems of higher education plus over 200 major theoretical and analytical articles written by internationally recognised specialists
- In-depth analyses and critical evaluations of the major developments and trends in higher education over the last several decades
- Full bibliographies and extensive cross-referencing
- Comprehensive subject and author indexes for easy access
- Thematic, comparative, fully integrated
- Invaluable for university teachers, students of education, and educational researchers as well as government officials, administrators, and anyone concerned with higher education

Volume One is devoted to descriptions and analyses of national systems of higher education. Approximately 130 country articles will be alphabetically arranged with a common broad structure to enhance cross-national comparison and international learning. Descriptive data and analytical interpretations are grouped in a common sequence of four categories that flow logically from broad to specific contexts:
- Higher Education and Society
- The Institutional Fabric of the Higher Education System
- Governance, Administration, and Finance
- Faculty and Students: Teaching, Learning, and Research

Volumes Two and Three will be thematically organised around five major topics. The first four themes will be identical in title and sequence with the four categories used in the common framework of the Volume One country articles. Each major topic will be integrated in an introductory essay by the subject editor and expanded upon in some 20 to 40 essays by authors from around the world. The fifth theme, Disciplinary Perspectives, will deal with a range of perspectives and fields in terms of the constituent theories, methods, or areas of content which have a particular bearing on the study of higher education.

Volume Four will be devoted to disciplines and major professional areas of study that appear in a wide range of countries. Some 30 articles will discuss post-World War II developments and the current structure and problems of the major disciplines in the physical sciences, biological sciences, medical sciences, social sciences, the humanities, and the arts.

The Encyclopedia of Higher Education is designed to serve the needs and interests of teaching, learning, policy analysis, and research. Readers interested in a particular topic will find it presented in state-of-the-art articles set out in Volumes Two and Three. Those who wish to see how a particular topic develops within a specific country will consult Volume One. The structure of the Encyclopedia allows an easy shift between a particular issue and its expression in a given country context. The articles in Volume Four will give the reader a clear sense of the rapidly changing nature of research and learning in the basic disciplines found within higher education.

To be published in four volumes in Summer 1992
0 08 0372511 2600pp (approx) hardcover

Special pre-publication offer

US$1250.00 - Save US$250

Pergamon Press
Pergamon Press plc, Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW
Pergamon Press, Inc., 395 Saw Mill River Road, Elmsford, NY 10523, USA

Prices and proposed publication dates are subject to change without notice. US dollar prices quoted apply in the Americas only.
You'll never feel like you're talking to this when you call Ballen.

When speaking with some booksellers, you might as well be talking to the wall. What distinguishes Ballen from other booksellers is all our employees have dedicated themselves to customer service. And no matter what size your library is, you'll always receive the utmost in personal attention.

We also offer many value-added services, like BallenNet, our exclusive online system. It'll let you identify, claim, or order from our Firm Order, Approval Program, or Continuation/Standing Order Services.

What's more, our "electronic mailbox" will enable you to send claims and obtain important information instantly. You'll also have your own shelf reserved in our warehouse to guard against inventory and shipment mix-ups. And should you ever need to reach a Ballen officer, you can do so just by picking up the phone. Plus, as a Ballen customer, you'll have your very own customer service representative.

With this type of customer service, it's no wonder we have less than a 1% return rate (lowest in the industry) for our Firm Order and Continuation/Standing Order Services.

For more information, call Ballen at (800) 645-5237.

Because when you talk, Ballen listens.

BALLEN BOOKSELLERS INTERNATIONAL, INC

125 Ricefield Lane, Hauppauge, New York 11788
MATSS
The Perfect Software System for Automated Acquisitions

As a well established source for the supply of books and cataloging services, Midwest Library Service has developed MATSS — a PC based, fully integrated software acquisitions system for libraries.

The system includes program diskettes, reference manual, on-site training and installation.

Features:

- Multiple terminal version for local area networks.
- Order creation using MARC records downloaded from major bibliographic utilities and CD-ROM databases.
- Duplicate order checking.
- On-line help.
- Customized management reports.
- Automatic claiming/cancellation.
- Orders in printed or BISAC (fixed/variable) formats for electronic transmission to vendors.
- Toll-free order transmission to Midwest Library Service.
- Integrated vendor statistics and fund accounting.
- Electronic invoicing on diskette for Midwest Library Service invoices.

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, MO 63044-2789
Call toll-free 1-800-325-8833
"Some librarians decide to consolidate their business with one serials vendor because they appreciate the benefits of dealing with a single representative. We're consolidating as many titles as we can through Faxon for an even more simple reason.

I've never asked Faxon for anything I haven't gotten.

Librarians today are expected to back up budget requests with cost/benefit analyses and price projections. Faxon has far more sophisticated data gathering and analysis capabilities than we could ever have internally. The reliability of their financial data lends credibility to our budget requests and their customized reports and Kent-specific forecasts are invaluable in the planning process. We're looking at every title that we order direct and are consolidating as many titles as we can through Faxon. They are serious about partnership, both with libraries and with publishers."

-Dina Giambi, Head of Acquisitions and Serials, Kent State University

Helping you manage your world of information.
To learn more about the Faxon Company, the international subscription agency with a commitment to quality service, call 1 (800) 766-0039.
In this segment of our series, Information on Information, we are departing from our usual format to describe some of our electronic products. A publishing product today is much less a "type" (i.e. a journal or a book) and much more the delivery of the required information in the most usable format. We are regularly asked about electronic developments and we felt this would be one way to bring all the pieces together.

THE DEMANDS OF THE ENDUSER

Ease of access and speed of retrieval represent scientists' primary considerations when they consult their research library for information.

The most consistently stated needs of the scientific community are the ability to readily locate new and previously-published studies which are relevant to an ongoing study [ease of access] and the ability to receive such a document for evaluation within the briefest span of time possible [speed of retrieval].

Elsevier Science Publishers has explored many electronic options. We have introduced electronic product cautiously, with a specific eye to the standardization of formats, the development of appropriate hardware as well as software, and the availability of cost-effective manufacturing. Firmly committed to the enhancement of scientific information, Elsevier has successfully developed online databases as well as CD-ROM products for use by both the information specialist and the scientist in a variety of disciplines. The ultimate goal is greater efficiency for all participants in the information process.

Amsterdam • New York • London • Cambridge • Oxford • Shannon • Lausanne • Paris • Tokyo

IMPRINTS: Elsevier • North-Holland • Excerpta Medica • Elsevier Sequoia • Elsevier Applied Science • Elsevier Advanced Technology • Elsevier TRENDS Journals

ON-LINE DATABASES

For the biomedical clinician and researcher, we offer online:

- EMBASE: This online service is found on a variety of vendors and is undoubtedly our best known. As the computer became more accessible to scientists and researchers in the early '70s, Excerpta Medica developed the database to complement its existing abstract journals. This online capability increased the speed with which the citations and abstracts printed in the journals could be accessed by librarians and provided to the enduser.

Today, EMBASE is one of the most current biomedical databases available, with articles appearing in the database within 30 days after receipt of the journal. Its comprehensiveness is outstanding, an international coverage of 3,500 biomedical journals from over 100 countries. Each year, 300,000 new citations are added to the over 4.5 million records currently in the database.

EMBASE is accessible through these vendors: BRS, BRS Colleague, Data-Star, DIALOG, and DIMDI.

- Through Maxwell Online, we offer four major Elsevier journals online as part of its BRS Colleague program. Obstetrics & Gynecology, Anesthesia & Analgesia, Journal of the American College of Cardiology, and the Annals of Thoracic Surgery are immediately accessible in a full text format exclusive of illustrations and tables.

- SEDBASE Online: This fulltext database contains evaluated synopses of over 40,000 clinically relevant drug side effects and interactions. Aimed at the clinician and medical investigator, SEDBASE provides a reliable and critical overview of all that is known with respect to the adverse reactions and interactions of drugs. Derived from Meyler's Side Effects of Drugs, the database is accessible through DIALOG and Data-Star.

Within the physical sciences, we offer the following:

- GEOBASE: This is a bibliographic database available online through DIALOG and ORBIT. Covering 1980 to the present, the database indexes worldwide literature on geography, geology, ecology and their related disciplines. Access to over 2000 journals and 2000 books, proceedings volumes and monographs is available.

- WORLD TEXTILES: This is an online-version of the Elsevier journal World Textiles Abstracts, accessible through DIALOG. The database provides abstracts of scientific, technical, and technico-economic literature relevant to fibre forming polymers, textile and related industries as well as the applications of those materials in conventional textile products. Its comprehensive international coverage reviews over 500 textile publications, offering full bibliographic citations.
FLUIDEX: Indexing and abstracting of journals, books, proceedings, standards, and research relating to fluid engineering form the substance of this database. Citations for technical research and applications articles in the fields of aerodynamics, wind energy, and all aspects of fluid dynamics, measurement and management are collected for easy access here. Available through DIALOG and ESA-IRS.

In cooperation with the Chemical Abstracts Service, Elsevier has entered four of its chemistry journals into Chemical Journals Online, a database offered via the Scientific & Technical Information Network. Full text of articles published from 1990 onwards in Analytical Chimica Acta, Journal of Organometallic Chemistry, Carbohydrate Research, and Applied Catalysis is available.

Useful to any scientist who ever attends a meeting:

EVENTLINE: This is a multidisciplinary, multinational database on past and forthcoming conferences, symposia, trade shows, workshops and major sporting events. With over 31,000 records, 1,200 record changes per month and monthly online updates, data from EVENTLINE can be used to locate vital meetings, identify conference hotels, airlines, and contact persons and even to obtain the deadline for submitted papers. Meetings in medicine, dentistry, theoretical and applied science and engineering are monitored by EVENTLINE for the benefit of our users. Access is available through DIALOG, Data-Star and Siteselect Online.

CD-ROM TECHNOLOGY

An answer to the librarians' concerns about the cost of online use, CD-ROM technology answers the demands of the scientific community in a more budget-conscious format. Exactly the physical format used in a common compact disc for listening to music, a CD-ROM is inserted into a special drive linked to a personal computer and comes with search and retrieval software.

In January 1991, Excerpta Medica added five specialty CD-ROM products covering the fields of radiology and nuclear medicine, pathology, anesthesiology, obstetrics and gynecology, and pollution and toxicology. These join the six previously available CD-ROMs produced in 1990 which cover immunology and AIDS, psychiatry, neuroscience, cardiology, gastroenterology, and drugs and pharmacology. Excerpta Medica also offers a CD-ROM product based upon its online full text database, SEDBASE.

ADONIS

The ADONIS project is one which encompasses a wider group than Elsevier Science Publishers alone. Four publishers (Blackwell Scientific Publications, Elsevier, Pergamon Press, and Springer-Verlag) have joined as partners to offer a system of document delivery based on CD-ROM. Nearly 400 journals from more than 25 publishers in general categories of biology, chemistry, medicine, pharmacology, physics, veterinary medicine, and general science are indexed, scanned and stored in bit-map form within 14 working days of receipt of the printed journal issue from the individual publisher. CD-ROMs are distributed to service subscribers on a weekly basis for local printing of article copies. The initial focus of the ADONIS collection is the pharmaceutical industry and its most frequently ordered journals. After two years of testing, ADONIS begins commercial release with the 1991 journal issues.

CONCLUSIONS

These ventures into electronic formats by individual publishers as well as by consortia such as ADONIS will aid both publishers and librarians in this difficult transition period of attempting to meet scientific demand for currency of information and for speed of delivery. There are several other electronic programs in developmental stages and as these become available, we’ll return with more information.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
John Tagler
Elsevier Science Publishers
655 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10010
212 613-3750
Jan Willem Dijkstra
Elsevier Science Publishers
P.O. Box 211
1000 AE Amsterdam
The Netherlands
20 515-3200
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Already Purchased by Hundreds of High Schools & Public Libraries Across the Country...

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHYSICS
Second Edition

Completely revised, enlarged and updated with approximately 25% more pages of content.

Based on the time-tested, internationally acclaimed format of the 1980 edition by Addison Wesley

Editors: Dr. Rita G. Lerner & Dr. George L. Trigg

The editors of ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHYSICS, whose earlier edition published by Addison-Wesley a decade ago, won international acclaim from the scientific and library communities. Now these same editors offer you a fully revised, expanded (more than 25% more pages), and updated second edition.

This new edition draws from a panel of more than 500 expert contributors, including 14 Nobel Prize winners, active in the fields they cover, so you get, in a single volume, a comprehensive account of physics and the physical world—including biophysics, geophysics, electromagnetic technology, astronomy, astrophysics and physical chemistry.

Clearly written so it's accessible to high school students, the second edition is published in a durable, convenient 8 1/2" x 11", two-column format. The 1408 pages are printed on acid-free paper and include more than 750 illustrations and tables. The work is generously indexed and entries include extensive cross-references and bibliographies.

1990 0-89573-752-3 Cloth 1408pp. $150.00

REVIEWS OF THE FIRST EDITION:

"This is an essential book for a library."—The Physics Teacher

"...one of the best one-volume physics reference books for a long time. Highly recommended."—CHOICE

"The book fills a demanding need."—Science Books & Films

"...make[s] the broad range of ideas of modern physics readily available to physicists seeking information about fields outside their own as well as to serve other scientists, students, and non-scientists interested in the subject."—Guide to Reference Books (Sheehy, 10th Edition)

"This one-volume work amply fills the need for a modern work aimed at both the lay person and the physicist seeking information in fields outside his/her field of specialization...

An interesting feature is the use of a system of letters which identify the level of difficulty of the items in the bibliographies which follow most articles...

There is a detailed index. Recommended for all but the smallest libraries."—Library Journal

Rita Lerner did her undergraduate work at Radcliffe College and earned her doctorate at Columbia University. She has written and edited numerous publications.

George Trigg earned his AB, AM, and PhD degrees from Washington University, St. Louis.

To order or receive further information:
VCH 220 East 23rd Street Suite 909 NY, NY 10010
© In a hurry? Call us: In the US: 800 • 367 • 8249
Outside the US: 305 • 428 • 5566
© Outside of North America, Contact:
VCH Postfach 10-11-61 D-6940 Weinheim Germany
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How to take the anxiety out of finding back volume journals.

Our vast warehouse and comprehensive inventory continually contain the subject disciplines you require. We stock complete sets and individual volumes, in-print or out-of-print. We also buy your duplicate journals and provide appraisals.

For over thirty years we've taken the anxiety out of finding back volume journals, and built our reputation on kept promises. So write, call, FAX or access us through the FAXON-LINX network at the mailbox "Jaeger" for further information.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.

66 Austin Boulevard, Commack, NY 11725
New WATS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-1500 • TELEX 968-189
FAX 516-543-1537

ALFRED JAEGGER INC. Dept. AG, 66 Austin Blvd., Commack, NY 11725

Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name

Company/Facility

Address

City State Zip

Phone
REDUCE YOUR SERIALS MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS.

Now you can use a few square inches of counter space to support a full serials management system. Remo, the first microcomputer based software package handles the full range of serials management functions. Remo offers automated claiming, routing management, analysis and user generated custom reports in a stand alone or network configuration.

Remo is the modern cost effective way to convert a time consuming manual process into a fast and easy check-in operation with full automated support. In the event of questions, an answer is only a phone call away on our toll free hot line.

Find out how Remo can help you reduce your serials management problems. Write for further information or call us at (800) 221-3306.
4 Money-Saving Books by Scientific Serials Expert, Tony Stankus
from The Haworth Press, Inc.

MAKING SENSE OF JOURNALS
IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES
From Specialty Origins to Contemporary Assortment

Tony Stankus, MLS
Science Librarian, Science Library, College of the Holy Cross

"Stankus is clear, practical, and unique. . . . His analyses and descriptions are people-oriented: we see how the rise of a field (and its journals) is linked to its fascinating scientists; we see that the purpose of making purchasing decisions is to help the library patron."
Virgil DiDato, M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor, School of Library and Information Science, University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

The first step to saving money in the management of expensive science journals is knowing whether the specialty journals that you currently stock actually match the specialties pursued at your institution. For the librarian without either an extensive personal subject background in chemistry or physics, or long familiarity with many individual journals, such a determination is very hard to make. This book introduces the fields and journals in such a way as to enable the librarian to negotiate journal holdings for appropriateness and relative value.


(Supplement Number 7 to The Serials Librarian)

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS
Improving Library Collections Through Analysis of Publishing Trends

“A wonderfully written scholarly work on a topic of keen interest to the profession. . . . Must reading for all professionals. While some of these articles have been previously published, together they provide an example that the scholar/librarian still lives.”
James M. Matarazzo, PhD, Simmons College, Graduate School of Library & Information Science

Scientific Journals: Improving Library Collections Through Analysis of Publishing Trends encourages librarians to sharpen their strategic vision—to see the importance of science for U.S. competitiveness and the role that science journals play in this. This practical book identifies titles that have high quotability, attract the most U.S. papers, and have the broadest circulation base. Librarians will be pleased to find that some journals that are less costly can also be favorable to science clientele.


(Supplement No. 6 to The Serials Librarian)

MAKING SENSE OF JOURNALS
IN THE LIFE SCIENCES
From Specialty Origins to Contemporary Assortment

"A must for those librarians concerned about their biomedical serials collections. The historical development of biomedical research is cleverly traced by focusing on the scientists and journals of each branch of biology. A wealth of information on the roles that each prominent journal plays today. You did not learn this in library school and you probably have not mastered it on the job either. Tony Stankus has."
Frank R. Kellerman, MSLS, Biomedical Reference Librarian, Brown University

This book promotes a consensus concerning the most survivable journals for both the scientific author and the serials collection manager. Serials and science librarians, particularly those who are new or would welcome a refresher to the shifting alliances and agendas of specialty journals in the life sciences, will benefit greatly from Making Sense of Journals in the Life Sciences.


(Supplement Number 8 to The Serials Librarian)

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS
Issues in Library Selection and Management

“Tony Stankus has firmly established himself as one of the most productive investigators of the use of scientific journals. . . . More works of this type are needed.”
American Reference Books Annual

Science librarians, serials librarians, and acquisitions librarians—faced with the difficult task of selecting and de-selecting expensive scientific journals in the face of enormous faculty and budgetary pressures—need this valuable volume that focuses on the collection management process. Librarians can learn to anticipate, teach, and control faculty demands for periodicals.

SELECTED CONTENTS: Negotiating Journal Demands With Young Scientists Using Lists Derived From Thesis Advisor Reviews • The Role of Language and Cultural Forces in Shaping Journals and Their Uses • Collection Development: Journals for Biochemists • Selecting Multispecialty Mathematics Research Journals via Their Underlying Subject Emphases (Tony Stankus and Virgil DiDato) • Looking for Tutors and Brokers • Index • more

(Supplement No. 3 to The Serials Librarian)
When it comes to academic inventory, these cats cover every subject.

You can count on Baker & Taylor Books for a first fill rate that’s second to none.

It's not surprising. With 400,000 academic books in our inventory, Baker & Taylor Books delivers a first fill rate that's twice that of any other academic vendor.

Over 35% of all academic books on order are shipped within five working days. And over 90% of titles are shipped or reported within 90 days.

You can count on specialized titles from scholarly, research and scientific publishers, societal and association presses, university and small presses.

And, you can expect more than just current titles.

We inventory more than 167,000 academic books printed before 1988.

You'll even have the benefit of the most sophisticated electronic search and purchase system on the market today – B&T Link™. It offers unprecedented accuracy with a 1.2 million title database on CD-ROM, and the fastest, easiest ordering system around.

When it comes to meeting your most demanding academic book needs, Baker & Taylor Books is in a class by itself. For more information, call Baker & Taylor Books.
JERRY ALPER, INC.
Books - Periodicals - Library Consultants
271 Main Street
P.O. Box 218
Eastchester, New York 10707
(914) 793-2100
FAX: (914) 793-7811

We buy and sell Periodical and Serial Backfiles, sets, and Book Collections across all disciplines and languages. We:

* Respond to want lists promptly from stock
* Maintain world-wide searching capability
* Consolidate retrospective serial orders
* Purchase duplicates, gifts, or discards
* Purchase or handle book collections on consignment
* Exchange paper copy periodicals for microform
* Supply standing orders for Conference Proceedings
* Provide Flexible billing, payment, and deposit arrangements

Call on us for:

* Information and knowledge
* Years of professional experience in collection building
* Budget planning for retrospective materials
* On-line or in-house searching of library databases & catalogs
* Suggestions of core periodical titles

Please visit us at our offices or at exhibits during major library conferences, meet our staff, and familiarize yourself with our services. We look forward to your inquiries and orders. References supplied on your request.

Against the Grain

c/o Katina Strauch
Citadel Station
Charleston, S.C. 29409
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